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ABOUT ME
A question about space and time was enough for Jon Jacobsen to create a universe 
of his own. Multidisciplinary and self-taught, for over 15 years his work has focused on 
delivering high-impact content solutions to a diverse range of clients in the sectors of 
luxury fashion, beauty, publishing, education, and culture.

Jacobsen’s main focus leans on strong conceptualization and the execution of nuanced 
marketing & communication strategies to reinforce them with vibrant visual components 
and meticulously curated brand style guides. As a creative who wields the mediums 
of art direction, photography, design, film and retouching, Jon is always looking for the 
next professional challenge so that his message can resonate with wider audiences. 
He is also a good dancer.

FUN FACTS
· At age 15, he went through a Dance Dance 
Revolution stage that made him lose 10kg.

· Jon is quite chill and amenable until I’m A Slave 4 U 
comes out in the club. Be aware.

· He’s honest, direct, and very punctual – basically a 
Dutch soul trapped in the body of a small queer, travel-
size Latino guy.

SKILLS
Software
Adobe Photoshop
●●●●●
Adobe Premiere Pro
●●●●●
Adobe In Design
●●●●●

Capture One
●●●●●
Adobe After Effects
●●●●●
Adobe Illustrator
●●●●●

Languages
Spanish ––––– Mother Language
English –––––  C1 Level
Portuguese –– A2 Level (in training)

Other skills
Leadership
●●●●●
Creative thinking
●●●●●
Multitasking
●●●●●
Campaign Analysis
●●●●●

Adaptability
●●●●●
Strategic Design
●●●●●
Branding
●●●●●
Problem-solving
●●●●●

HOBBIES
Yoga, Pilates, Contact improvisation, Trekking, 
Neuroscience and making curated playlists.

5 FAVORITE ALBUMS
Music for People In Trouble – Susanne Sundfør
Hejira – Joni Mitchell
Green – Hiroshi Yoshimura
Vespertine – Björk
Recto Verso – Paradis



CLIENTS



ART DIRECTION



SOCIAL MEDIA



DESIGN &
COMMUNICATION



Remotely managed and directed visuals for the 
brand’s debut at NYFW, as well as supervising 
their social media marketing.

Following the client’s brief, a series of surreal 
illustrations were made based on the garments 
from the collection, which later were animated 
using digital and analog techniques.

The project required managing a fast-paced 
photoshoot, being in charge of a 15+ members 
team, including influencers and celebrities 
from the New York entertainment scene.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
REMOTE DIRECTION / FASHION FILM / DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION





The imagery and visuals for this collection 
were edited using Adobe Premiere Pro and 
After Effects. Many effects were created on 
an iPhone using the Glitché app.

Instagram posts, as well as invitations to the 
event, were designed using short clips from 
these videos, and the illustrations created for 
the occasion.

SOCIAL MEDIA
SUPERVISION



The client’s brief required the creation of 
insects resembling a female reproductive 
system. With this in mind, images from 
the collection were processed on Adobe 
Photoshop using algorithms that distorted 
these images into a catalogue of abstract 
shapes. Once this stage was finished, 
each insect was brought to life by manually 
ensembling these forms, taking being from 
the abyssal fauna as reference.

ILLUSTRATION PROCESS



Digital campaign largely focused on notifying 
international journalists and citizens about 
Human Rights abuse at the hands of Chilean 
security forces, supported by the current 
government amidst the Estallido Social (lit. 
social outburst) movement that took place in 
October 2019. 

Civil protests took place throughout Chile 
in response to a rise in corruption, cost of 
living, privatisation and inequality prevalent 
in the country. While authorities avoided 
spreading this news around the globe, social 
media became an important vessel to inform 
and viralize the magnitude of these events.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
ART DIRECTION / GRAPHIC DESIGN / DIGITAL ACTIVISM

Chile Violates
Human Rights





By taking reports from the National Institute 
of Human Rights (INDH) as direct reference, 
a series of weekly informational posters for 
Instagram were created, detailing the cases of 
human rights abuse with impactful, symbolic 
images featuring recurring elements in these 
events, such as the eye (injured by rubber 
bullets), the star of the Chilean flag, and school 
students – who were the main participants in 
the wake of this social movement. Additionally, 
I collaborated with journalist Charis McGowan, 
who wrote short articles to fill the captions of 
each viralized post. 

These reports were later used to create a 
newsletter directed to international journalists 
and personal contacts around the globe.

SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGY



Although the campaign was created for digital 
platforms, some of these images saw the 
lights in the streets of the city in installations 
supporting the cause.

♦ The image on the left features a suffocated 
being holding a broken star inside his head 
and was installed at the Angeles Custodios 
church in Santiago de Chile.

♦ The right image features a macro image of a 
fearful eye reflecting the Chilean star and it was 
installed near Plaza Dignidad, the main center 
point where demonstrators would gather.

CITY INTERVENTIONS



Each poster makes a direct reference to 
the symbols observed during the protests, 
mainly featuring the star (present in the 
Chilean flag), the eye and the figure of a 
young student. 

Ocular trauma from rubber bullets was one 
of the common cases of abuse from security 
forces during the demonstrations. With over 
450 cases, the eye became a symbol of 
Chile’s unrest.

Young students from lower-middle-class 
families were another emblem of this 
period. Exhausted from the inequality they 
experience in their lives, they became the 
first ones to go out in the streets to protest.

RESEARCHING PROCESS



Series of still images and a conceptual fashion 
film directed at SHOWstudio under the role of 
artist-in-residence, sponsored by the British 
Council under their cultural exchange program 
between Chile and England.

The project was built over a period of three 
months, sharing the complete process via live-
streaming and connecting with other creatives 
of the fashion industry. 

As an artist-in-residence, my job also consisted 
of representing Chile during events organized 
by the British Council, hosting the IFS exhibition 
at Somerset House.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
ART DIRECTION / PHOTOGRAPHY / FILM / MULTICHANNEL STRATEGY

DIE VERWANDLUNG





To reach a wider audience and leverage the 
impact of the project, a multichannel launch 
was planned by connecting with King Kong 
Magazine to feature the project on their 
September issue.

At the same time, the film was released at 
Santiago Fashion Film Festival, Copenhagen 
Film Festival and SHOWstudio.com, where 
visitors could have an exclusive look at the 
process behind the project as well as a 
logbook featuring drawings and studies done 
during the residence.

MULTICHANNEL 
STRATEGY



The process of this project was live-streamed 
on SHOWstudio’s social media accounts, 
including interviews and talks where 
photographs, drawings and studies of fashion 
trends were shared with the viewers for 
educational purposes.

All final images were edited using Adobe 
Photoshop, Premiere Pro and After Effects.

LIVE-STREAMED
PROCESS



For over 15 years, I have been developing 
a series of self-portraits depicting topics of 
narrative identity, tradition and queerness.

From this frame of reference, these concepts 
converge on the relationship between the 
body and its dialogue with the space and 
the objects around it that hold a specific 
connection or symbolism, either socially or 
from a individual perspective.

‘Homesickness’ was created while recovering 
from COVID-19 and was launched as a 
multichannel project, connecting my social 
media accounts with Patreon.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
ART DIRECTION / PHOTOGRAPHY / MULTICHANNEL STRATEGY

HHOMESICKNOMESICKNEESSSS



In addition to the main artwork, a curated 
Spotify playlist was made for Patreon.

All subscribers acquired access to this 
and other exclusive educational content, 
including classes (Via OBS Software), 
podcasts, monthly downloads and 
one-on-one creative consulting.

MULTICHANNEL 
STRATEGY



Research is an important part on the 
creation of these self-portraits, linking 
traditional elements from art history with 
contemporary life and specific references to 
Latin American culture, in this case, popular 
celebrities and sex symbols from the 70s. 
‘Homesickness’ also features references to 
Portugal tradition as part of my experience 
moving to this country a year ago.

RESEARCHING
PROCESS



WHEW! WE’RE ALMOST DONE
LET’S TAKE A BREAK WITH THIS MEME 
ABOUT MY HOME COUNTRY

NOW, LET'S CHECK 
ONE LAST PROJECT›



POSTER DESIGN &
ILLUSTRATIONS











MARTINLUTTECKE.COM





EXHIBITIONS
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2017 – “Ekeko” – Copenhagen Fashion Film Festival (CFFF)
              Etage Projects, Copenhagen, Denmark.
2016 – “Ekeko” – Santiago International Fashion Film Festival (SAIFFF)
              Fundación Providencia, Santiago, Chile.
2014 –  “Mapas” – Sientoxciento Arte Contemporáneo. Santiago, Chile.

ART FAIRS & BIENNIALS
2016 – PULSE Contemporary Art Fair. Miami, FL. United States.
2015 – Ch.ACO. Centro Cultural Estación Mapocho. Santiago, Chile.
2015 – 12th Biennial of New Media Art. MNAB. Santiago, Chile.
2013 – 5th Biennial of Design. CCEM. Santiago, Chile.

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2021 – 'Night Projections' – SHOWstudio. London, United Kingdom.
2020 – Museu a Céu Aberto de Portugal – Coimbra. Portugal.
2020 – ‘Chile Resuena’ – Universität Der Künste. Berlin, Germany.
2019 – Copenhagen Fashion Film Festival (CFFF) . Copenhagen, Denmark.
2017 – “Plums Fest” – (Digital Business Space). Moscow, Russia.
2017 – “Animita” – IFS. Somerset House. London, United Kingdom.
2016 – “SHOWstudio Fashion Film Festival” . London, United Kingdom.
2015 – “GIF-GIF-GAF” – Electromuseum Gallery. Moscow, Russia.
2015 – “Monsieur L’ordinateur” – Quartier Général Centre d’art Contemporain.
              La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland.
2015 – “Arte Joven Contemporáneo” – Museo de Artes Visuales. Santiago, Chile.
2013 –  “The solitary body: Self-portraiture In Contemporary Photography”.
             MACT/CACT Arte Contemporanea. Ticino, Switzerland.
2012 – “Vanguardia Mistral” – Centro GAM. Santiago, Chile.
2009 – “Hombre” – Museo Nacional Vicuña Mackenna. Santiago, Chile.
2008 – “Amarillo Kaf’ak” – Maremagnum. Barcelona, Spain.
2006 – “Expoblogs” – National Library. Santiago, Chile.

ART RESIDENCIES
2017 – SHOWstudio 
            Project: ‘Die Verwandlung’. Tutorship by Nick Knight.
            Sponsorship by the British Council.

COLLABORATORS
SHOWstudio, British Council, KAIMIN Inc, Central Saint Martins, 
Converse, Universal Music, BBDO Chile, Ripley Chile, 
Santiago Fashion Film Festival, Copenhague Fashion Film Festival, 
Viña del Mar International Song Festival.

MAGAZINES & PRINTED MEDIA
V Magazine, Sunday Times Style, Paper Magazine, Politico, TUSH,
Harper’s Bazaar Chile, King Kong, Vanity Teen, Infringe Magazine.

ARTIST FEATURES
LOVE Magazine, VICE, The Huffington Post, WIRED, i-D Magazine, 
Hi Fructose Magazine, Juxtapoz, Fubiz, The Creators Project, Medium.

AWARD & HONORS (LAST 5 YEARS)
2020 – Click Awards – Latin America
Finalist contestant on his way towards to the World Photographic Cup 2021

2020 – Buenos Aires Fashion Film Festival. Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Official Selection – ‘EDÉN’.

2018 – Pulsar Awards. Santiago de Chile.
Nominated film – ‘Die Verwandlung’. Best soundtrack category.

2017 – Visual Arts Award. Municipality of Santiago. Santiago de Chile.
Honorable Mention – ‘Die Verwandlung’. Video art category.

2017 – IFS. Somerset House. London, United Kingdom.
Honorable Mention – ‘Animita’ best group exhibition.

2017 – Buenos Aires Fashion Film Festival. Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Official Selection – ‘Ekeko’.

2016 – SHOWstudio Fashion Film Awards. London, United Kingdom.
Nominated Film – ‘Insula’. Ten best worldwide fashion films.

2015 – Museo de Artes Visuales. Santiago de Chile.
Finalist of “Arte Joven Contemporáneo” Contest.

CONTACT
info@jon-jacobsen.com
 
+351 912 8432 01 
Porto, Portugal

♦

www.jon-jacobsen.com

@jon_jacobsen ›

http://jon-jacobsen.com/overview


LOOKING FORWARD TO 
CONNECTING WITH YOU

›



KIND REGARDS!
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